Test Workflow Roadmap – 2022 Q3
The sections below show NI investments in a variety of technologies across the software included in the Test Workflow
bundle. Access the latest improvements with an active subscription.

LabVIEW
Upcoming 1-2
Releases

Future
Development

Improvements to workflows with source code
control tools

✓

✓

Driver version independence from LabVIEW

✓

Capability
Project Management

(no need to update drivers for every new LabVIEW release)

Improved LabVIEW Project Dependency Management

✓

Improvements to the speed of building
applications

✓

Additional capabilities when building package
installers

✓

✓

Interoperability
Call Python code running in virtual environments

✓

Deploy Python scripts to NI Linux RT devices

✓

Native gRPC server/client interfaces in LabVIEW

✓

Better integration with MATLAB®

✓

Support for calling .NET Core Assemblies

✓

✓

(.NET 5 or later)

System Support
Support for MacOS on Apple M1 devices

✓

Data Communication additions

✓

(SSH API, IPv6 support)

UI Improvements
Support for Unicode in the IDE

✓

✓

Introducing Data Grid Control

✓

Dynamically create controls at runtime

✓

TestStand
Capability

Upcoming
1-2 Releases

Python: Namespace and relative import support,
better integration for class hierarchies, reload
python step while debugging to uptake code
changes

✓

Future
Development

Interoperability

Python: Improve performance of enumerations,
create and edit Python code, see Python comments
on call configuration panel. Pass default values
and variable number of arguments
New TestStand gRPC-based API to remotely control
TestStand from Python, C#,
JavaScript and other languages

✓

✓

Support calling .NET Core Assemblies

✓

Integration with DataStudio

✓

Performance
Better build times for steps using source-only
VIs

✓

System Support
Support for Windows 11

✓

Support for Linux Distros

✓

Improved User Management: Active Directory
Integration

✓

UI Improvements
Updated Fonts & Themes: Dark Mode

✓

Custom Web Interface Support, New UI controls
built on modern web technology

✓

Support for UTF-8

✓

DIAdem
Capability

Upcoming 1-2
Releases

Future
Development

Interoperability
Python 3.10 Support

✓
✓

Continued DIAdem object support in Python
Python defined user commands

✓

Improve Python code snippets in DIAdem help

✓

UI Improvements
REPORT - New function group for 3D and contour
plot to the group bar

✓

NAVIGATOR - Programmatically show/hide the file
system tree in My DataFinder

✓

Drag and Drop from VIEW to REPORT

✓

VIEW – Easier synchronization of video with
absolute timeline

✓

FlexLogger
Capability

Upcoming
1-2 Releases

FlexLogger Data and File Management in the Cloud

✓

Build FlexLogger plugins using LabVIEW 2022

✓

Future
Development

Interoperability

Hardware Support
✓

Ruggedized, headless data logging (cRIO)

UI Improvements
Copy-paste formula channels

✓

Hide unconfigured channels

✓

Graph live data using relative timestamps

✓

Graph live data with microsecond precision

✓

Visualize alarms on FlexLogger screens

✓

InstrumentStudio
Capability

Upcoming
1-2 Releases

Future
Development

New Instrument Support
Support for new variants of PXIe-4162, PXIe-4163
(10 pA sensitivity)

Support for new variant of PXIe-4190
(500 kHz stimulus)

✓
✓

User Experience Improvements
Launch plugins from command line

✓
✓

Localization

Advanced Capabilities
Analysis from file using RFmx soft front panels

✓

Remote Instrument Access for supported RF
Instruments

✓

Remote Instrument Access for supported Modular
Instruments

✓

We value your opinion.
In this survey, we would like to hear your feedback. You can
provide us with feedback on each item in the roadmap, let
us know what additional information you’d like to hear, and,
optionally, provide us with your contact information to have
a more detailed discussion with the product managers.

Take the survey
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We are excited to share the next Test Workflow Roadmap with you all.
We released the first version of this back in January, and we want to
provide regular updates on areas of investment.
Since January we’ve added many new features to our
software. We recently released LabVIEW 2022 Q3. This
release will reduce system upgrade time by enabling
drivers to support multiple versions of LabVIEW, adds new
features for interoperability with Python and MATLAB, and
includes support for Windows 11. We’ve made gRPC a
native part of both LabVIEW and TestStand, as well as our
hardware drivers. This will help you efficiently
communicate between all parts of your test system. We
also want to note that we’re listening to your feedback.
Below, we highlight a few key areas of improvement.

Eric Reffett
Product Management Director

Roadmap Organization
The structure of this roadmap has changed based on
the feedback you gave us from the first edition. We
heard that our original organization for the concepts in
the roadmap made it difficult to understand where each
item would be applied. To help make the investments
clearer, this version is organized by product.

Debug and Deployment Licenses
We have elevated debug and deployment licenses on our website. This
license type is useful for deployed code on a running system. While NI has
always had this license type available, we heard from you this was difficult to
find. In response, we placed them on the product pages, so they appear with
the other options when purchasing. You can see examples of this on the
“LabVIEW Select Editions”, and “TestStand Select Editions” pages. In
addition, your feedback informed us of at least one scenario where we had
gaps in these deployment licenses. For this, we created a new DIAdem
Deployment License which is now available with the DIAdem 2022 release.
Feedback and Communication
Connect with us through our roadmap survey. Many of you mentioned this
roadmap would be more useful if it was presented in a more interactive way.
We want to include you in this process, so we are trying something new. Use
the survey to give us feedback on each item in the roadmap, let us know what
additional information you’d like to see in future roadmaps. You can also,
optionally, provide us your contact information if you are looking to have a
more detailed discussion about your feedback with the product managers.
We intend to release the next version of this roadmap in early 2023. We
look forward to hearing your feedback and delivering even more of
what you need.

Matthew Bollom
Principal Offering Manager

